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An International Perspective on Disasters and Children’s Mental Health
I dedicate this book to the love of my life, Donald Jay Mandell, who was a quintessential scientist and educator. He immediately understood the potential impact of the World Trade Center Attack of 9/11/2001 on the developing minds of children and adolescents and was the chief architect of our internationally renowned New York City Board of Education School Study, conducted 6 months after that event on a large representative sample (N = 8,236) of students. That farsighted research was the first post-disaster study to include a more expansive view of disaster-related consequences, by looking beyond PTSD and depression and assessing eight psychiatric disorders, as well as familial and contextual factors. That study, which had a profound impact on understanding post-disaster psychopathology and resilience, facilitated many subsequent investigations, notably those on transmission of trauma. Donald’s intellectual leadership in that investigation was but one example of his profound impact on research to improve understanding of psychosocial development in young people, a legacy that endures in the many minds he influenced.

Christina W. Hoven
I would like to dedicate this book to the most resilient person I have ever known, my mother, Pearl Grunzweig-Amsel, of blessed memory. She was 16 years old when the Nazis marched her and six other members of her immediate family into Auschwitz. When the Red Army liberated the camp, only she and one sister had survived the gas chamber and crematorium. The Russian soldiers lined the concentration camp guards up against the wall, handed her a rifle, and said, “Take your revenge, or you will always regret it.” Pearl said, “No, I will not become like them.” Instead she moved to New York, raised a family, obtained two degrees in Fine Arts, and became a prolific sculptor. Her works are now owned by museums, institutions, and private collectors throughout the world. She was also one of the mostly widely read people I have ever known, had the sharpest wit and, interestingly, the best sense of humor I have ever come across. She was fast to laugh and slow to cry, but always authentic. When an interviewer asked her why she sculpted, she said, “I am trying to leave the world a bit more beautiful than the way I found it.” Indeed, she did just that.

I would also like to acknowledge my wife, Diane Dreher, and our son, Noah Amsel, who make everything in my life possible and wonderful.

Lawrence V. Amsel
When aspiring to understand the health of populations, there are two core conceptual perspectives that together provide the scaffolding for our thinking, which can help point the way for the science and practice of population health.

First, an eco-social perspective suggests that our health is a product of a nested set of “levels” that include our biology, our behaviors, our social networks, our families, our communities, and the places and countries we live in. This perspective suggests that we must reckon with the characteristics of all these levels in order to understand the production of health. Second, a lifecourse perspective suggests that health is produced throughout life, extending to the pre- and perinatal period. Therefore, our health as adults is a product of our in utero exposure, our environments and exposures as infants, and our exposure and behaviors as adolescents leading into adulthood. Taken together, both frameworks create a picture of a multicausal production of health where we, as individuals, are nested within our multiple environments and our histories, and as such, our health is a product of the complex set of causal factors that produce health as experienced from early on in childhood.

Large-scale traumatic events—typically referred to as disasters—are becoming increasingly common human experiences. The combined influence of global environmental climate change, resulting in more extreme weather phenomena, and increasing global urbanization—concentrating more people into relatively small places—are contributing to more and more people experiencing the effects of disasters. The influence of disasters extends well beyond the individual to affect all levels—within an eco-social framework—that produce health. Disasters affect whole communities, changing social and economic function and disrupting family life and social networks. When seen through this lens, disasters therefore stand to influence population health profoundly, shaping the health of all who live in or are exposed to affected areas.

This effect is perhaps most pronounced when we consider the effect of disasters on children. Disaster exposures coming early in the lifecourse contribute not only to the health of children in the short term but also throughout their lives. Hence, when seen in this way, disasters—large-scale traumatic events that occasion perturbation at multiple levels which influence health—are important drivers of the health of populations, particularly through their impact on children, and the subsequent health of these children as they go on to become adults.
Therefore, this book’s focus on the intersection of disasters and children addresses an important concern indeed. In addition to these two intersecting elements, the book’s relevance to population health is heightened by its focus on mental health.

Mental health matters in this context for three reasons. First, mental health itself is responsible for an extraordinary burden of morbidity worldwide. Unipolar major depression, for example, is the leading cause of disease burden globally. In the United States, mental disorders account for a higher cost to the health system than do all other disorders. Therefore, mental health represents an important focus of inquiry in and of itself, accounting for a substantial burden of morbidity, with heightened risk of mortality worldwide. Second, mental health is highly comorbid with physical health. It is now well-recognized that the dichotomy of “mental health” vs. “physical health” is an artifact of disciplinary evolutions and does not represent the physiologic processes that maintain health or that, when disrupted, adversely affect health. For example, there are substantial biological similarities in the physiologic disruption that accompanies post-traumatic stress disorder and a range of immunological dysfunctions. Our understanding of these shared pathways remains nascent, but the observation that mental health and physical health are intertwined is not and suggests that the study of mental health is ineluctably linked to the study of physical health. Third, mental health is more directly linked to the influence of social exposures than in any other dimensions of health. Thus, mental health and illness change depending on social circumstance and at the large scale can be influenced by the same in near real time. This makes the study of mental health in the context of disasters particularly apposite. Disasters can plausibly influence mental health in the short term, and mental health can serve, in some respects, as a bellwether of health overall in the aftermath of these mass traumatic events.

This book then brings us an update on the state of the science around disasters and mental health of children at an important time. We now understand that the health of populations is determined over the lifecourse and influenced by forces around us. We also recognize that mental illness is responsible for a substantial burden of disease worldwide, is influenced by changing social conditions, and, in particular, is sensitive to perturbations early in life. An understanding of how disasters influence the mental health of children stands therefore to highlight what we know about this important intersection and, just as importantly, what we do not know. Both observations are critical to inform our science and practice, toward creating healthier populations.

Dean, Robert A. Knox Professor
Boston University School of Public Health
Boston, MA, USA

Sandro Galea

Foreword
Preface

Throughout the world, with increasing frequency, natural and person-made disasters wreak havoc on the physical and mental health of our fellow human beings. Too often, the smallest and weakest amongst us are disproportionately affected by these events. Children are too young to fully comprehend the unspeakable violence of terrorism or the omnipotent natural forces of atmospheric, nuclear, or seismic energy. However, their lack of understanding provides little in the way of protection from the potential impact of such trauma. We have come to appreciate that children exposed to violence, including natural and person-made disasters, are particularly vulnerable, as the successful outcome of their fragile development hangs in the balance in those crucial moments before, during, and after a disaster. There is evidence that adults have the capacity to “grow” from difficult experiences, whereas children are generally unable to make a conscious decision about how to positively process such occurrences. Children will necessarily grow up, whether the earth shakes beneath them, flood waters carry away everything including their parents, or a terrorist attack is carried out before their eyes. Most children will eventually become adults, and most frequently, parents, no matter what atrocities they have witnessed. But after exposure to such a catastrophic event, we must ask, what kind of adult and what kind of parent? Thanks to the work of the authors of this book, and many others, the emotional and behavioral consequences that emerge in children exposed to disaster are beginning to be understood and addressed. This book, for the first time from a global perspective, brings together descriptions of selected research and interventions being conducted in an effort to restore some degree of normalcy to a child’s life once their sense of safety has been catastrophically shattered.

The inspiration for this book was, without question, the extraordinary resilience that children and their families have shown in response to a litany of the most appalling atrocities in human history. Although some children never fully recover, the majority, fortunately, thrive, regardless of exposure to these untoward events. In addition to the immediate response, it is the potential longitudinal impact that we must be concerned with. Unfortunately, we currently have limited ability to predict negative, long-term mental health sequelae in children exposed to trauma. Because response to a disaster will necessarily vary by age, gender, cultural norms, parental support, individual exposure, etc., the topics covered here are deliberately broad. Each author possesses expertise on the specific event or topic they report on, and by design, in most cases, we have included local authorities as authors. Many authors
were on the front lines of the disasters that struck their communities, and others were subsequently heavily involved in the response or in pivotal research in the aftermath. It was extremely important to us as editors that, wherever possible, local voices are at the forefront.

Two regrettable themes emerged here regarding limitations in response to disaster mental health preparedness for children and their families. First, as might be expected, not enough is being done in terms of prevention, and second, what is done, either before or after an event, is often haphazardly put together and not adequately based on evidence readily available in the literature. Too often, shortsightedness and reliance on the status quo prevails. We hope that this book will be a catalyst for changing the way policymakers and responders approach future disasters. These chapters demonstrate that there are many strategies that could be employed beforehand to mitigate the potential impact of a disaster. We cannot always predict when and where disaster will strike; however, as climate change escalates the intensity of atmospheric events and the established order of societies is threatened by food and water scarcity, poverty, international conflict, and terrorism, the inevitability of future disasters is the only certainty. The chapters in this book are intended to help inform improved preparedness pre-disaster and intervention for children’s mental health post-disaster.

Regarding war and terrorism, we continue to be sickened by what some are capable of doing to other human beings. Sexual violence, genocide, and terrorism, especially that which is perpetrated on children, need to be the top public health priorities, so that the victims can be heard and healed. This book is replete with examples of individuals who have done just that. Thus, we necessarily stand in awe of the interventions detailed in these chapters. We hope this book can contribute to the normalization of such important public health efforts.

New York, NY, USA

Christina W. Hoven
This book is the culmination of thoughtful input from many individuals. The driving concept was to include chapters that reflect the invaluable contributions to children’s mental health being made by local researchers, clinicians, and policy makers throughout the world. Each chapter was elicited to give a voice to their work. Hopefully, the end-product does justice to these heroes who lead important research and intervention efforts, especially to children’s mental health post-disaster, frequently with little or no recognition.

Although no specific chapter addresses the role of mothers, we would like to add a special note of recognition and gratitude for their contribution to the field of children’s post-disaster mental health research. Throughout the world, and often without resources, mothers are the first responders and guardians of children’s physical and mental health. In times of calamity, regardless of type, location, or socio-economic circumstance, mothers are the primary source of post-disaster intervention and comfort for children. Although there is perhaps no way to fully recognize their individual sacrifices, the editors nevertheless want to take this opportunity to collectively acknowledge the powerful contribution and impact of mothers in post-disaster response and recovery.

No manuscript is exclusively the result of de novo thinking. The work presented here has been significantly influenced, directly and indirectly, by the leadership of two outstanding individuals: Ahmed Okasha, MD, PhD, FRCP, FRCPsych, FACP, who, as President of the World Psychiatric Association (WPA: 2002-2005), for the first time in the organization’s history, boldly devoted his tenure to children’s mental health; and Norman Sartorius, MD, PhD, DPM, FRCPsych, who, as Director of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) Division of Mental Health, former President of the World Psychiatric Association (WPA: 1996-1999), and former President of the European Psychiatric Association (1999-2000), collaborated on that effort, thus simultaneously making children’s mental health a top priority at WHO for the first time.

The idea for this book was initially suggested by the current President of the World Psychiatric Association, Helen E. Herrman, AO, MD, MBBS, BMedSc, FRANZCP, FAFPHM, FFPH, Hon D Med Sci, who has made women and children of marginalized populations the focus of her presidency. The editors appreciate her confidence in our team. Hopefully, this book is worthy of her support and will be of value to the field.
As each of the authors know, and the editors experienced daily, this book could not have been completed without the tenacious, thoughtful efforts of our Publishing Assistant, Mr. Brian Brutzman. The editors are particularly appreciative of his ability to generate and maintain cooperation, collaboration, and helpful correspondence with the authors and publisher, as well as provide thorough initial reviews and editing, truly making this book possible.

The editors would also like to recognize the meaningful contributions of Ms. Emily Kluver, who greatly assisted in the editorial process. In addition to her time as a research and editorial assistant with the Global Psychiatric Epidemiology Group at Columbia University/New York State Psychiatric Institute, she spent several years working on other publications around the world as a writer and editor, thus bringing an important perspective to this work. She has gone on to pursue a career in disaster response and recovery for The American Red Cross of San Diego/Imperial Counties, California, hopefully, at least in part, as a result of her work on this book.

Finally, we would also like to recognize Ms. Judith Wicks and Mr. JiaWie Zhu for their much-appreciated expertise and assistance throughout the proofreading process, as well as the faculty, staff, and interns in the Global Psychiatric Epidemiology Group who work tirelessly every day to improve understanding of children’s mental health, especially those exposed to disaster and trauma.
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